
JV SECTORS DECK
New Business Opportunities

 
Technology, Manufacturing & Many other Emerging Sectors In India.

A Sector wise brief description of some of our Network Partners and their 
mandates are included in this Presentation.

Sajiv Dhawan - sajiv@jvfinancial.com

LinkedIn : http://linkedin.com/in/sajiv-dhawan-28253064

Rahul Bhandari - ragatechindustries@gmail.com

LinkedIn : https://www.linkedin.com/in/rahul-bhandari-b0661a6 

Together we can Explore the opportunities for potential Partnerships in
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A dedicated group of Professionals facilitating joint ventures and
partnerships between established Indian manufacturers and 
investors and global partners, with a particular focus on the UK 
market. Our mission is to bridge the gap between Indian 
manufacturers seeking international expansion opportunities and 
global partners looking to tap into the vast potential of the Indian 
market.

Through our extensive network and expertise, we connect 
compatible businesses, fostering mutually beneficial 
collaborations that drive growth, innovation, and market reach. 
With a deep understanding of both the Indian and UK markets, 
we offer tailored matchmaking services, strategic guidance, and 
comprehensive support throughout the partnership journey.

Join us as we pave the way for successful and transformative 
alliances between Indian manufacturers and global partners, 
opening new doors for trade, investment, and shared success.

Overview



Can offer R&D and product development

Can represent interested foreign companies in import of similar products by setting up a sourcing company

Can offer distribution for bringing products into India 

World class facilities with compliance in place

JV to explore global expansion1
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PU Molded Products & Manufacturing



Molded seat cushions for cinemas, buses, motorbikes

PU Molded Potential Products and 
Categories

Seat assembly

Furniture

Office chair cushions

Automobile seats

Memory foam products

Memory foam pillows

Ortho care medical products

Willing to explore mattress manufacturing



JV to explore global expansion

Home Furnishing and Textiles

World class facilities with compliance in place

Can offer R&D and product development

Can offer distribution for bringing products into India

Can offer fabric sourcing , social compliance & globally accepted compliances like SEDEX & GOTS. can help establish a
Sustainable sourcing supply chain with certifications

Interested in developing a real time digital sourcing company that will facilitate sourcing , traceability & compliance with
Global regulations

Interested in long term jv to create new brands in different categories

Interested in digital first company outlook that understands digital marketing and online brand building

Willing to invest in existing niche market brands with some traction in Europe / USA

Soft goods like furnishing & textiles

Hard goods like metal accessories, lamps, kitchen utensils



JV to explore global expansion

Electronics Manufacturing

World class facilities with compliance in place

Can offer R&D and product development

Can offer distribution for bringing products into India

Active investor in global companies with multiple existing JV in the automotive & consumer electronics
Sector

Electric vehicle components including charger , battery management system, battery pack , USB Charger, wire harnesses, 
switches , instrumentation panel, automotive lighting

Interested in contract manufacturing jv , potential technology transfer JV, emerging e-mobility tech ,
Emerging consumer products manufacturing

Interested in long term JV to create new brands in different categories



JV to explore global expansion

Clothing, Apparel & Accessories

World class facilities with compliance in place

Can offer R&D and product development

Can offer distribution for bringing products into India

Can offer fabric sourcing , social compliance & globally accepted compliances like SEDEX & Gotts. can help establish a 
sustainable sourcing supply chain with certifications

Interested in developing niche focused brands in clothing & accessory space

Interested in establishing an accelerator for the clothing industry that will nurture new Age digital first brands

Interested in developing a real time digital sourcing company that will facilitate sourcing, Traceability & compliance 
with global regulations



Interested in long 
term JV to create 
new brands in 
different Categories

Interested in digital 
first companies with 
ethos that follows 
digital Marketing and 
online brand building 
in all markets

Willing to invest in 
existing niche market 
brands with some 
traction in Europe / 
USA

Clothing, Apparel & Accessories



JV to explore global 
expansion

World class facilities 
with compliance in 
place

Can offer R&D and 
product development

Can offer distribution 
for bringing products 
into India through an 
established auto 
component sales 
distribution
Network

Auto Components



Company is a large auto component manufacturer with turnover in excess of $400 million

Auto Components

Interested in JV for auto components in multiple verticals like transmission, engine casings etc.

Interested in expanding global outreach

Willing to explore equity buyout in existing distribution or manufacturing businesses

Interested in strategic partnerships in electric mobility and composite materials like carbon fiber etc.

Auto components division



Interested in 
consumer electronics, 
electronic door locks 
& other DTC products

Company has an 
established consumer 
electronics brand 
selling in India

Interested in 
introducing new  
products under the 
brands existing 
Umbrella

Consumer Electronics Division



JV to explore
Global expansion

Food Products
Manufacturing

World class facilities
With compliance
In place

Can offer R&D and
Product development

Can offer distribution 
for bringing products 
into India through an 
established sales
Distribution network

Interested in 
private label 
manufacturing in 
sauces, marinades

Interested in jv to 
manufacture & 
distribute European 
& USA brands into
India



JV to explore global expansion

Cycle Manufacturing

World class facilities with compliance in place

Can offer R&D and product development

Can offer distribution for bringing products into India through an established cycle sales distribution network

Interested in global distribution tie ups

Interested in contract manufacturing JV

Interested in developing electric cycle kits or OEM JV

Interested in developing an electric cycle brand for export



JV to explore global expansion

Toy & Promotional Products Manufacturing

World class facilities with compliance in place

Can offer R&D and product development

Can offer distribution for bringing products into India through an established toy sales distribution network

Interested in contract manufacturing JV

Interested in developing a toy portal to facilitate toy sourcing from India

Interested in establishing sales networks for Indian brands in European & USA market

Interested in JV to establish promotional toys and products sourcing portal from India

Interested in JV to buy licenses for production of licensed products like Pokémon soft toys , or Minecraft figurines



Company is already an 
established ed tech 
player

Interested in gaming & 
esports space

Interested in 
institutions & 
curriculum 
Certifications focused 
on skilling & 
employability

Edtech (Thru Hero Vired)

Interested in JV and tie 
ups in edtech space
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